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BAYVIEW GLASS PROVIDED THE 
WINDOWS AND DOORS FOR THIS 
AWARD WINNING HOLIDAY HOME 

It’s not hard to see why the owners of these beautiful 

new holiday homes in Agnes Water - a little slice of 

unspoilt paradise on Queensland’s northern-most 

surf beach – are so delighted with the outcome of the 

build. Featuring large internal spaces that seem to flow 

effortlessly from one to the other, it’s the perfect place 

to get away and enjoy nature at its finest. Situated in 

pristine bushland, the deck itself overlooks the sparkling 

blue waters of the Pacific, making it easy for lucky 

holiday-makers to imagine there is no divide between 

them and the horizon.

Builder and designer, Kieran Gibson of Gibson Building, 

worked closely with window and door fabricator, Bayview 

Glass, to create these two glorious, pavilion style, single-

level holiday homes that fit so beautifully with the location’s 

climate and orientation, and maximise the sweeping vista.

The AWS range of windows and doors was chosen for use 

in the project because of its aesthetic beauty, clean lines, 

affordability, and ability to function well despite the area’s 

extremes of temperature and high humidity. In fact, Gibson 

himself uses the product range in his own home and knows 

the benefits first-hand.

PROJECT FEATURE



PROJECT FEATURE

Bayview Glass are leading manufacturers of contemporary architectural window and door systems in Hervey Bay. Their team will provide 

you with technical advice, design expertise and quality workmanship to ensure the highest quality products for your project.

 × Stacking sliding door offering 2, 3 and 

4 panel configurations or bi-parting 

doors up to 8 panels with dedicated 

cavity sliding option.

 × The flat sill design allows the door 

frame to be recessed completely into 

the floor for the ultimate finish.

 × The 33mm thick stiles are ideal for 

extra large doors (up to 2900mm) in 

high wind load areas.

 × Tested to very high water resistance 

of 300Pa standard sill and 660Pa 

cyclone sill, allowing these doors 

to be installed into most residential 

projects.

 × 90° corner sliding option – no central 

meeting post.

 × Optional stacking flydoor system 

nests into the main frame..

 × For the ultimate screen this door 

system can be fitted with Centor™ 

S1E retractable screen behind the 

glass doors.

VANTAGE SERIES 618 MAGNUM™ SLIDING DOOR

AWS Series 618-3 track sliding doors and screens open on to 

an expansive deck and showcase the breathtaking view across 

the rolling ocean. To ensure a seamless transition between the 

indoor and outdoor spaces, the multiple stack of three glass doors 

and three flyscreens slide on the outside of the walls, cleverly 

concealing them from the main living areas when open.

Other AWS products used include AWS Series 525 Louvres and 

Series 549 Entry Door. 

The concept, design and practical application are a testament to 

the efficacy of open communication between the builder, fabricator 

and client. As a result of their successful collaboration, the 

project won a number of BDAQ (Building Designers Association 

Queensland) Design Awards in 2015, including the prestigious 

Residential Design $500-750K Award.

For more information & the full gallery, visit: 

vantagealuminium.com.au

Builder: Gibson Building Pty Ltd |  Photographer: Janine Tinley

2D & 3D CAD Files Available | Download from specifyaws.com.au to use in your projects.  

For more information on this and the rest of the Vantage®   range: vantagealuminium.com.au


